ESTABLISH THE PATH THAT LEADS TO LIBERATION THRU'
UNDERSTANDING OF DELUSIONS

Desirous Attachment: Mental factor that observes its contaminated object, feels it to be attractive,
exaggerates its attractions, considers it desirable, develops desire to possess it, and feels as if it has
become absorbed into the object
Anger: Mental factor that observes an animate or inanimate object, feels it to be unattractive,
exaggerates its bad qualities, considers it to be undesirable, becomes antagonistic, and develops the
wish to harm the object

Need to identify what the
DELUSIONS are

Desirous Attachment
Anger
Deluded Pride
Ignorance
Deluded Doubt
Deluded View

Deluded Pride: Mental factor that feels arrogant for slight reasons. With Pride, we cannot develop good
qualities and realizations
Ignorance: A mental factor that is confused about the nature of an object, and that functions to induce
wrong awareness, doubt and other delusions
Deluded Doubt: Is a two-pointedness of mind that interferes with the attainment of liberation or
enlightenment (e.g., Doubts tending towards or away from Truth)

To establish the
PATH that leads
to LIBERATION

Need to
understand the
development of
DELUSIONS and
ACTIONS to be
taken to remove
them

Stages by which
DELUSIONS develop

Causes of DELUSIONS

If we have [grasping at] SELF, we shall have [grasping
at] OTHERS
From discriminating SELF and OTHERS, we shall
develop desirous attachment and hatred
Out of desirous attachment and hatred, we shall
engage in non-virtuous actions
Through this, all faults and sufferings arise
(Dharmakirti)

The Seed
The Object
Distraction and being influenced by others
Bad Habits
Familiarity
Inappropriate Attention

Deluded View: Is a view that functions to obstruct the attainment of liberation (View of SELF, extreme
view, holding false views as supreme, Wrong moral disciplines and conduct as supreme and wrong view)

The Seed: Created in our mind by delusions we have developed in the past
The Object: This is the object we are observing when we develop a delusion
Distraction / influenced by others: Depend on whom our friends (spiritual) we associate with
Bad habits: Bad habits make our delusions stronger (e.g., telling lies, argument etc)
Familiarity: If we are familiar with delusions, they will arise naturally and spontaneously in mind
Inappropriate Attention: Focuses on qualities of a contaminated object and exaggerates them
Seed of Delusion + Object + Inappropriate Attention = Delusion to develop
(Perpetuate or enhance with Bad habits, Influence by others and Familiarity of Delusions)

Dangers of DELUSIONS

How actions are created in
dependence upon
DELUSIONS

Destroy our moral discipline
Inner quality to decrease
Experience abuse, mental torment and anxieties
Previous attainments decrease
Prevent us from gaining new realizations
Rebirth in Lower realms

1) In dependence upon DELUSIONS, we create non
meritorious and meritorious actions.
2) All these types of action are created in
DEPENDENCE upon delusion because all of them are
created by mind that has SELF-GRASPING ignorance
3) All these type of action are CAUSES of taking rebirth
within SAMSARA

